


Focus on a neutral spine and square hips. Look towards 

the floor to help keep the spine neutral. Place mini-band on 

around the foot that is forward (this is the opposite leg to 

the arm that is working). Extend arm fully. As you pull the 

band up keep abs tight and elbow in. Lower down slowly 

and repeat for desired reps.

TIPS
Don’t over pull.  You don’t need to pull your 

hand right to your side. Your hand will stop 

just before it gets to your body. Focus on 

the shoulder blade moving in and shoulder 

rolling back. 

DAY 1
BENT OVER MINI BAND ROW 
12-15 reps ea. arm (targets mid back)A1



Make sure you are close to the chair or bench.  Back should 

be almost right against it. Elbows are in and shoulders 

back. So keep the chest lifted!  As you lower make sure you 

stay close to the chair and only go down until your elbows 

are about 90 degrees.  Lift back up through the palms of 

your hands.  Keep abs tight to ensure more stability.

TIPS
When lower and lifting, pay attention to your 

weight being distributed evenly on both 

hands.  Avoid the shoulders rolling forward 

too much.   

DAY 1
DIPS
12-15 reps (targets triceps –back of your arm)A2



Legs are shoulder width apart and band is under both feet.  

Hold band handles up beside your shoulders. Lower into 

the squat allowing knees to go forward slightly while still 

keeping weight centered in your foot. Drive knees out but 

keep big toe on the floor.  This is to avoid rolling over on the 

outside of your foot. At the top of the lift, do a slight pelvic 

tilt squeezing glutes.

TIPS
Make sure the band has some resistance in 

the lower position.  The intensity is in the band.  

Use a band that gives you enough resistance.   

As you lift up put a lot of focus on your abs.  

This will help you remain steady through the 

movement. You can also do a pause in the 

bottom position to increase intensity.  

DAY 1
SQUAT WITH BAND   
12-20 reps (targets legs - quadriceps, hamstrings, adductors and glutes)B1



DAY 1
THE KICKER 
16-20 reps total 
(ea. one is counted as one) (targets core, glutes and hamstrings) B2

Start in a bridge with heels on a glider. Keep a 

slight pelvic tilt to prevent the back from arching 

too much. Remaining in the bridge slide one leg 

out in almost full extension return to start then  

do other leg. Keep alternating without changing 

positon of body.  

TIPS
Keep your abs tight the whole 

time to prevent your torso moving 

and arching the back. Avoid push-

ing your stomach up towards the  

ceiling.  Make sure feet are pointed 

straight up and not tilted to one side.  



DAY 1
PULL THROUGH TO REVERSE PLANK 
12-15 reps (targets core and arms)C1

Place gliders under your heels. Start in a full  

reverse plank (as pictured).  Slide lower body in 

and bend at your hips pulling glutes underneath 

you squeezing abs.  Slide back out into a full  

reverse plank.

TIPS
This is a difficult movement. You 

may not be able to pull yourself all 

the way in at first. Just focus on 

a strong core and work your way 

into the full movement.  



Lie flat on your back, arms out to your side and knees up at 

90 degrees. Rock knees in towards your chest lifting your 

glutes slightly off the floor. Extend back out and kick the 

legs out.  Then rock back in again repeating sequence.  

TIPS
When kicking your legs out, keep them 

higher at first.  Once your core is stronger 

start kicking lower towards the floor.  If your 

back starts to arch then kick legs out a bit 

higher. Spine should always remain neutral.  

Pull abs in as you kick out.

DAY 1
REVERSE CRUNCH WITH KICK-OUT 
12-15 reps (targets core)C2



Standing with gliders under your feet.  Slide back with  

one leg then back to standing. Switch legs and keep  

alternating.  You can do this with a pause in the standing 

position or for more advanced movement, switch legs  

without pausing in the center. 

TIPS
The more advanced movement will take a 

lot of core bracing and control. Think of also 

using your glutes. 

DAY 1
THE RUNNER
30 secs (targets legs – quads, hamstrings, adductors and glutes)D1



DAY 1
SHUFFLE WITH MINI BAND 
30 secs (targets abductors)
** This combination is to get the heart rate up and tone the legs at the same time.  D2

Start in an athletic stance and mini band around thighs.  

Shuffle in one direction and then back.  Keep moving back 

and forth maintaining the athletic stance with wide legs the 

whole time. 

TIPS
Move in one direction for a count of 5-10 and 

then back the other way for the same count. 

Keep a neutral pelvis so you are avoiding 

tucking it under while in the stance.   



DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 1
Reps Reps Reps Reps

A1. Bent over Band Row 

A2. Chair Dips 

Rest 45 secs and repeat

B1. Squat with Band

B2. The Kicker

Rest 45 secs and repeat

C1. Pull-through to a Reverse Plank

C2. Reverse Crunch with Kick-out

Rest 45 secs and repeat

D1. The Runner or alternating Lunges

D2. Shuffle with Mini-Band

Rest 45 secs and repeat

DAY 2
Reps Reps Reps Reps

A1. Moving Push-up with Mini-Band

A2.  Arm curls with Band

Rest 45 secs and repeat

B1. Split Squat with Chair or Ball

B2. Lateral Lunge with Mini-Band

Rest 45 secs and repeat

C1. Glider Knee Tuck

C2. Sit- up

Rest 45 secs and repeat

D1. One arm Plank to Kick Through 

D2. Rotating Squat

Rest 45 secs and repeat

3-4 sets of each. For last set you can do 4-5 if you are a 
bit more advanced. Or if you want to kick it up a notch.

3-4 sets of each. For last set you can do 4-5 if you are a 
bit more advanced. Or if you want to kick it up a notch.



YOU ONLY 
NEED 3 THINGS!

EASY TO PACK
AND EASY 
TO STORE!

AVAILABLE AT 
THE TREADMILL 
FACTORY  



email: carmenshawnfitness@gmail.com
web: carmenshawn.com

DISCLAIMER

The information in this book is not meant to supplement your current training. The author advises readers to take full responsibility for their safety and know their limits. Before practicing the skills 

described in this book, be sure that your equipment is well maintained, and do not take risks beyond your level of experience, aptitude, training, and comfort level.   This book is not intended as a 

substitute for the medical advice of physicians. The reader should regularly consult a physician in matters relating to his/her health and particularly with respect to any symptoms that may require 

diagnosis or medical attention.


